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1 . Int:rodudion 
In [2J， a method for obtaining al of the integral solutions (Pythagorean triples) of the 
equation 
Jrz十y2=Z2 (1) 
is given. Employing the same method， we solve a diophantine equation 
ax2十 (α is squarefree) (2) 
Without loss of generality， we assume that a is a positive integer. 
Although a1 of the integral solutions of (2) are well known ([lJ， Thεorem [3J， 
Chapter I， Problem 17 and 18)， our method will be of some interest. 
An integral solution x，払 zis called noηtrivial if none of the integers x， y， z isεqual to 
zero. 1n this note we confine the solutions to be nontrivial ones. An integral solution x， y， 
z iscalled ρnmitive if x， y， z are relatively prime. We obtain al of the 
solutions of (2). 
and primitive 
2 • solutions in case a is世ven
し乞枯枯A. Let αbe側側.Ifヱ，y， z isan integγαl solution (2)， th仰ヱ lS倒的1.
Poof. Since ax2 is even， y and z have the same parity. Put a=2A. Then A is 
odd because a issquarefree. Since 2 y2)/2=Ax2 and A is .1: must be even. (q. e. d.) 
For a positive integer t， let x=2t. Then the equation (2) becomes 
4at2十 Z2
Fixing t arbitrarily， we obtain al of the positive integral solutions y， z of (3). To solve 
this equation we use an elementary fact concerning a quadratic equation with integer 
coefficients: If a rational r isa solution of an問uationX2十cX d=O， then r isan 
For a positive Integral solution y， z of (3)， p叫ん(X)=X2-zX十. SInce the di-
scriminant Z2 初 t2(= y2) of fz(X) is a square， the quadratic equationん( = 0 has an inte-
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gral solution u， v such that u > v > 0， u十v z and uv at2. Hence any positive integral 
solution y， z of (3) can be represented by some pair of integers u > v > 0 with uv = atZ as y = 
u v， z=u十v.Conversely， for any pair of integers u > v >0 with uv at2， itfollows that y 
=u-v and z=u十vis a positive integral solution of (3). Since uv( = at2) iseven， (u， v) 1 if
and only if (u十v，u v) = 1.Thus， there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
positive and primitive solutions of (3) and that of pairs u， v such that u > v > 0， uv = at2 and 
(u， v)=1. 
Let i be the number of prime factors of a and not of t. AIso， let j be the number of prime 
factors of t and not of a. Finally， let k be the number of prime factors of both a and t. Then， 
it is easy to see that the number of pairs u， v such that u > v > 0， uv at2 and (u， v)= 1 is 
given by訂(勺寸/2=2i十J十 1
Example 1. Let a=2・3and t=3・5. Then 
lうrimitivesolutions 01 the equation 
k 1. The numb邑γ01争ositi叩 and
4・6・152十
is 21什叶 1=4.
u U 6(2t)2十(u-V)2=(U十V)2
2・33・52 l 6・302十13492=13512 
33 • 52 2 6. 302十6732=6772
2・33 52 6・302十292=792
2・52 33 6・302十232=772
Note that a pair of integers u， v such that u > v >0， uv at2 and (u， v)=l takes the form 
of u αm2 and v = sn2 where α，β， m， n are positive integers with αm2> sn2 and (αrn，βn) 1. 
Ranging t al over the positive integers， we have the following theorem which gives al of the 
positive and primitive solutions of (2). 
by 
THEORI乞柏 1.1αzs 部開，theηαI 01 the posi長官巴仰dprimitive solutions 01 (2)αγe gi訂側
x=2mn， y 土(αm2ールt2) (the sign is to be taken as positive)， 
z=α'm2-jγsn2 
whereα， s are予ositi叩 integeγswithαs=α，な:ndm， n aγeαny positi切 integerssαtislying (α初、
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sn)ニ1.
εxample2. ([3]， Chapter U， Problem 1ア)
All 0/ the ρositive andρrimitive solu抑制 0/the eq仰がon
2X2十
are given by 
x=2mn， y口土(2m2ーが)， z=2m2十nz
where (2m， η)ヱヱ1.
3. Int記gralsol.utions in caseαis odd 
羽Te treat the solutions x， y， Zof (2) classifying into two cases corresponding to the parity 
of x. 
3 -1. Primitive solutions with x even 
Let x， y， z be a solution of (2) with x even. Put x=2t. Then t， y， z satisfies (3). By the 
same argument in the section 2， y = u -v and z= u十vfor some integers u， v with uv = at2. If
t isodd (i. e. x=2 mod 4)， then both u and v are odd. Thus， al of x， y， z are even. 
Therefore， there exists no primitive solution of (2) with x=2 mod 4. If t iseven (i. e. x三 O
mod 4) ， then at2 is even. By exactly the same argument in the section 2， we have the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. 1/ a isodd， then al 0/ theρositive andρrimitive solutions 0/ (2) with x 
even are given by 
x=2mn， y=ごと(αm2-βn2) (the sign is to be taken as positive)， 
z=αm2十βη2
wheγeα，saγe positiむeintegeγs with 
parity sαtis/ying (α問、良汎~)=l.
a， and m， n are a:抑争ositi加問句評γs0/ diffeγ側t
Example 2. ([3]， Chapter I， Problem 18 (α) ) 
All 0/ theρositive andρrimitive solutions with x even 0/ the equatioη 
3.:r2十y2=Z2
are given by 
.:r=2mn， y=ごと(3m2-n2)， z=3m2十η2
where m， n areρositive integers 0/ d胡令rentρarityand (3m，η)=1. 
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3 -2. Primitive solutions with x odd 
For a positive odd integer t， let x = t. Then the equation (2) becomes 
at2-トy2=Z2. (4) 
Fixing t arbitrarily， we obtain al of the positive and integral solutions y， Z of (4). For 
a positive integral solution y， Z of (4)， putgz(X)=X2-2zX十at2.Since the discriminant Z2 
al2( =y2) of g，，(X) is a square， the quadratic equation gz(X)立 ohas an integral solution u， 
v such that u>v>O， u十v 2z and uv at2. N ote that both u and v are odd， because uv(立
at2) isodd. Hence any positive integral solution y， Z of (4) can be represented by some pair 
of integers u > v >0 with uv= at2 as y =(u -v)/2， z=(u十v)/2. Conversely， for any pair of 
integers u >v>O with uv=at2， itfollows that y --v)/2， z=(u+v)/2 is a positive integral 
solution of (4). Note that (u十v，u -v) = 2( u， v)， because both u and v are odd. Thus， there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of positive and primitive solutions of (4) and 
that of pairs u， v such that u > v > 0， uv = at2 and (u， v)= 1. 
Ranging t al over the positive odd integers， we have the theorem. 
γHEOREM 3. 11 a is then al 01 theρositive andρrimitive solutions 01 (2) with x 
odd are by 
x=rnn， y=土(αm2-sn2)/2 (the signゐtobe takenαs戸ositive)， 
z=(α 十sn2)/2
whereα，βareρositive withα a， and m， n are anyρositive odd integers satislying 
(αm， sn)=l. 
Example4. ([3J， Chatter H， Problem 18(b)) 
All 01 theρositive andρrimitive solutions with x odd 01 the equatio刀
??
are by 
x mn， y=土 η2)/2，z=二(3m2十 η2)/2
lu/zere m， n areρositive odd integers and (3m， n)=1. 
Finally， we point out that a slightly extended equation 
αLE82十fJ1y+lf=Z2
immediatelv results in (2). 
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